Hytera digital evidence management
software applications
Capturing evidence in the field is one thing, but effectively and securely
reviewing and managing crucial video data is another altogether.
Evidence management is an integral part of any body worn video solution. An
effective evidence management platform protects not only the public involved
in captured footage, but also enforcement personnel using bodycams and the
organisations to which they belong. Hytera has catered for organisations of all
types by offering a distinct range of software options.
Hytera’s software applications have been designed with exactly this in mind they sit independently so that IT departments have total flexibility on how to
install them, and there are different applications which cater for different users’
needs.
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Hytera applications
Evidence management software
BWC Manager
BWC Manager is Hytera’s entry-level evidence management
software, which also allows users to securely program their
fleet of RVMs. Create all the important parameters for your
body-worn cameras and manage evidence manually one
camera at a time.
RRP: Free software

Integrated Device Station (IDS)
IDS is a professional evidence management solution. It
operates stand-alone and allows footage to be automatically
uploaded and removed simultaneously from multiple RVMs
for retrospective management and to ensure the cameras’
available memory is always optimised.
RRP: £645.00 (ex. VAT)

SmartMDM Professional
SmartMDM Professional can be used to manage multiple IDS
sites from a central location. Key functions include remote
configuration, remote firmware and software upgrades,
application and connection whitelisting and programming.
SmartMDM Professional is made up of:
• Admin Client - transmits control commands and pushes
tasks, files and feature control to registered devices
• MDM Server - stores asset information, device records
and files
• IDS - executes tasks received from Admin Client.
RRP: £8,500 (ex. VAT - includes 1 x IDS)

Featured accessory: RVM dock charger
Use the multi-unit dock with all applications to manage multiple units at
once. Per six-way charger there are also six slots to charge spare batteries.

Hytera body worn cameras:
See everything, miss nothing
If you are in position where you have a responsibility to protect the people
around you, body worn cameras are the number one tool you need to not
only capture crucial evidence relating to antisocial and criminal behaviour
but also to deter it.
Speak to us today to learn about how businesses everywhere have used
Hytera bodycams to create a safer environment for everyone.
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